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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The key mission of distribution system operators (DSOs) is to deliver reliability and quality of service to
their customers. Within the transition to the low carbon economy, additional network investments will
be necessary to maintain the high level of service that European customers expect. Investments by DSOs
will account for most future network investments as their networks need to accommodate an
increasing amount of distributed generation, including renewables and other distributed energy
resources like electric vehicles. Against this backdrop, DSOs’ ability to collect, through network tariffs,
the revenue required to cover the network costs and investments allowed by the regulatory authority
is key.

Network costs are mainly capacity driven

In most countries, network tariffs make up a significant share of a household customer’s electricity bill,
and they are expected to grow further. Most direct network costs are determined by peak demand
(kW) and are largely independent of the actual energy delivered – at least in the short term. Those costs
are unlikely to fall with the rise of decentralised generation: the grid must still be designed to cover peak
demand when there is no local production.

Current volumetric (€/kWh) network tariffs do not provide the right incentives to customers

Today, recovering network costs heavily depends on how much electricity is sold. The EURELECTRIC
survey has found that, in the majority of countries, network tariffs for households and small
businesses are almost entirely based on energy volume (kWh). About 50-70% of the allowed DSO
revenue is usually recovered using such volumetric charges. While volumetric tariffs set signals to
reduce energy consumption, they do not reflect cost arising from consumption at peak hours.

Integrating renewables and fostering energy efficiency requires cost-reflective network tariffs

The newly adopted Energy Efficiency Directive (2012/27/EU) requires the removal of network tariffs that
would impede energy efficiency and/or demand response. EURELECTRIC believes that tariffs encouraging
customers to shift their peak hour consumption should gain importance. Network tariff structures
should incentivise demand response and energy-efficient behaviour while providing a stable
framework for both customers’ bills and DSO revenues.

Appropriate approaches may include more capacity based network tariffs such as two-part network
tariffs with a capacity and an energy component or volumetric time-of-use network tariffs with
different prices for peak and off-peak energy. Cross-subsidies between different categories of users
should be minimised, ensuring that customers only pay for what they use.

Smart meters will open the door to more cost-reflective tariff structures and demand response. They
will allow a differentiation of charges according to customers’ impacts on the grid, as DSOs will be able to
measure the contribution of domestic consumers to peak load. Different customers’ potential and the
outcome of the national cost-benefit analysis for the roll-out of smart meters should be taken into
consideration when designing new tariff structures.
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INTRODUCTION

The transition to the low carbon economy requires distribution networks to accommodate an increasing
amount of distributed generation (DG) and other distributed energy resources (DER), including electric
vehicles. This will imply additional investments in distribution networks and new tasks for DSOs. In order
to optimally accommodate increasingly volatile production and demand and to recover the cost of the
necessary investments, new approaches to network pricing must be considered.

This report aims to outline different network tariff structure options and their implications in order to
trigger discussion on this topic at both European and national level. It does not address the
determination of the allowed revenue, i.e. tariff level.1

First, we describe major aspects of network pricing and the current landscape of network pricing in
Europe, with a focus on households and small commercial customers. This overview is based on a
EURELECTRIC survey in which respondents from 19 countries (industry associations, network associations
and DSOs) participated.

The remainder of the paper discusses the challenges posed to the current fixed volumetric (kWh-based)
tariffs by the EU 20-20-20 targets and the transition towards a low carbon economy. It addresses how
the network tariff structure should evolve in order to achieve those goals, outlining network tariff
options that would provide signals for an energy-efficient use of the system. It focuses on allocation of
costs directly related to the network.

1 For recommendations on a regulatory framework that would provide long-term incentives for efficient delivery of
investments, including incentives for innovation, see EURELECTRIC Report ‘Regulation for Smart Grids’.
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1. MAJOR ASPECTS OF NETWORK PRICING

Due to large economies of scale and difficulties in duplicating the network which is operated as a whole,
electricity distribution is a natural monopoly. Therefore, the distribution (as well as transmission)
business is a regulated activity. Traditional DSO responsibilities include distribution system planning,
development, connection, operation and facilitation of existing retail market processes such as metering
while ensuring a high level of reliability and quality of service.

Network pricing comprises three major aspects:

1. Setting up the allowed revenue (network tariff level);
2. Setting up the initial network connection charges;
3. Designing use of network charges by user categories, time of use periods and charging concepts

(network tariff structure).

(1) The DSO is allowed by the regulator to earn a certain amount of revenues during the regulatory
period in question. Determination of the total allowed revenue of the distribution company (tariff
level) includes allowances for operating expenditures (OPEX), depreciation, interest and other
costs. The regulator decides on the interest rate and often also on the depreciation method and
period. Overall, there is a trend towards outcome-based incentive regulation aiming at improving
quality of service. The regulator sets a price or total revenue cap for service delivery that is fixed
over a given time period. Allowances are often affected by incentives which penalise or reward
companies based on performance in specific aspects, for example cost reductions or quality of
service. Adequate remuneration – allowed revenues to cover current cost during a reasonable
period and to provide a fair rate of return on capital investments – are the key aspects when
setting up the allowed revenue. In addition, incentives for providing the required quality of service
and for innovation should be provided.

(2) Initial network connection charges and (3) use of network charges, further called network tariffs,
all the network company to collect the allowed revenue. Network tariffs and initial network
connection charges that may cover a different proportion of the reinforcement costs cannot be
viewed in isolation. In general, every new connection requires some investments in assets and
equipment. Occasionally, a new connection may cause a particular bottleneck elsewhere in the
network that gives rise to substantial new investment needs (reinforcements). The choice of the
initial network connection charging method and the level of initial network connection charges
determines how much of the costs will be covered by the customers that are being connected to the
network and how much will be socialised (the part of the reinforcement costs that is not covered by
initial network connection charges should be passed through via network tariffs).

Figure 1 Collection of the DSO allowed revenue via connection charges & network tariffs
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Network tariffs are determined in two major steps:

1. Identification of cost drivers for CAPEX, OPEX & other while identifying variable versus fixed costs;
2. Determination of the rate scheme to recover the allowed revenue based on cost allocation to each

customer category according to one or more of the following aspects:
 Load versus generation;
 Consumption patterns and size: load profiles/consumption pattern in each voltage level, size can

be defined by the size of fuse, power of energy transfer;
 Network structure: voltage levels and geographical areas;
 Time: seasonal and time-of-use (peak, off-peak, weekend etc.).

All in all, the level of allowed revenues affects DSO investment behaviour as it has an impact on the
recovery of network costs. Network tariffs, which are the main focus of this paper, are part of electricity
tariffs paid by customers and thus affect customer behaviour.

Figure 2 Signals provided by network tariffs
The major regulatory challenge in rate-setting lies in establishing a trade-off between the following
competing objectives:

 Sufficiency (revenue adequacy): Network tariffs should ensure full recovery of all allowed
network costs and reasonable return on capital in order to remunerate past network
investments and attract new ones.

 Cost reflectiveness (principle of induced costs): Network tariffs should reflect the costs incurred
by serving each user.

 Economic efficiency: Network tariffs should provide signals both to customers and network
companies to behave in a way that maximises social welfare in both the short and the long term.

 Non-discriminatory cost allocation and transparency: Determination of prices should be
transparent, auditable and consistent. Tariff-setting should be based on a published
methodology and objective parameters. Tariffs should be published. There should be no
discrimination between customers of the same customer group (e.g. same tariffs within a
network operator for rural and urban customer).

 Stability and predictability: In order to minimise investment decision uncertainty, users and
other interested parties shall be able to easily forecast future charges.

 Intelligibility: Network tariffs should be easy to understand and implement. Furthermore the
effects of the tariffs and their relation with energy consumption should be transparent. It can be
expected that many consumers would prefer tariff structures with low complexity.
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2. CURRENT NETWORK PRICING IN EUROPE

2.1 LEGAL AND REGULATORY BASIS FOR NETWORK REGULATION

Specific legislation or regulation for distribution network tariffs exists in most European countries. But
legislation and the regulatory framework differ as regards determining allowed revenues as well as
network tariffs. The national law defines the main principles that should be respected when setting
network tariffs in a more or less detailed way. There are two major approaches to network tariff setting:

1. The national regulatory authority (NRA) sets the limit on the allowed revenue for each regulatory
period and outlines the methodology/guidelines for setting network tariffs. The DSO determines
network charges according to the defined methodology and how this total amount is divided
between connection charges and the single tariffs. In some cases, the tariffs are subject to NRA
approval (e.g. the Netherlands, Poland), in others not (e.g. Estonia, Germany, Finland, Sweden, UK).

2. The regulator has more control: it sets both the level of connection charges for distribution and
transmission companies as well as the level and structure of individual tariffs for a given period of
time (e.g. Czech Republic, France, Italy, Portugal, Spain).

Annex 1 describes the roles of DSOs, NRAs and governments in more detail.

2.2 MARKET MODELS

The electricity bill is an important tool for customers to manage their consumption. The numbers of bills
customers receive2 and the granularity of information provided in the bill varies across Europe.
Customers may receive one, two (and less commonly) three bills, as shown below in Figure 3.

Figure 3 Market models

2 The number of customer ‘points of contact’ also varies across jurisdictions. In the majority of member states the
supplier is the main point of contact for the customer. Within this model, the DSO can be contacted in cases of
emergency loss of supply or technical issues. Alternatively, a ‘dual contact model’, in which customers are in
contact both with the suppliers and the DSO, exists in several countries (FI, SE). See EURELECTRIC Report Customer-
Centric Retail Markets: A Future-Proof Market Design, September 2011.
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In the majority of member states the supplier issues a single bill comprising both commodity prices and
grid fee components.3 Bills mostly distinguish charges for energy supply and for networks. Customers
receive information about total cost of network access including transmission, distribution and often
also other system and policy costs. Tariffs for use of transmission and distribution networks are mostly
not separated on customers’ bills. Annex 2 lists the situation country by country.

2.3 NETWORK TARIFF STRUCTURE

In 2011, costs included in network tariffs exceeded the energy and supply cost in six EU member states
(see Figure 4). Network charges are normally higher for households than for industrial customers. Small
customers usually pay more per kWh than big ones as they are linked to a lower voltage level and
therefore are also using the higher voltage network levels. According to our survey results, costs
included in network tariffs comprise between 20-50% of the total electricity price paid by an average
retail customer.4

Figure 4 Distribution of cost factors within retail electricity prices (Source: European Commission)5

Costs included in network tariffs include distribution network cost (including capital cost, O&M cost,
customer service cost etc., see Box 1), transmission network costs (for market models one and two bills)
and other regulatory charges. This paper focuses on the allocation of costs directly related to the
network.6

3 In those member states where two bills are still produced, assessment of a combined billing regime has been on-
going.
4 EUROSTAT (Figure 4) comes to a similar result, with the exception of Malta and Cyprus where the costs included in
network tariffs are lower.
5 Taxes (VAT 21%) should also be included for industrial customers in Lithuania.
6 Other types of regulated cost included in network tariffs (such as RES charges) should be dealt with separately as
they may evolve differently from network costs.
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BOX 1: Nature of network costs

Costs included in network tariffs depend on DSO roles and responsibilities. Network tariffs generally
include the following direct network costs:

 Capital costs: incurred due to investments in assets necessary to provide the network
service, including overhead lines and underground cables (km, kVA and voltage level as cost
drivers), substations (kVA and voltage level based), control centres, ICT, metering systems;
and other assets. Capital costs include depreciation7 and interest (depends on the RAB and
the allowed rate of return).

 O&M: maintenance (km/ kVA/ voltage level based); operation including system services.
 Procurement of network losses8 (kWh based; where applicable). According to the survey,

transmission and distribution losses constitute 5-14% of the total costs (depending on the
power price, i.e. the price of the energy that is needed to cover the losses).

 Customer service: include metering services, invoicing and other administrative &
commercial cost. Within these costs there are both capital cost (assets as meters,
concentrators, communication devices, etc. and IT systems) and O&M costs. Both types of
costs depend on the number of consumers. Mostly fixed regardless customer
size/consumption.

 Overhead costs: Corporate costs not directly linked to the operation and maintenance of the
network, but associated with network service delivery.

Overall, distribution network costs are mainly driven by power demand and less energy related.

While in most countries the network operators (TSOs and DSOs) are responsible for the procurement of
electricity for losses, as shown in Figure 5, in other countries that responsibility falls to the suppliers.

Country
Cost of electricity for losses procurement AT, BE, CH, CZ, DE, DK, EE, FI, FR, LT, NO, PL, SE

Figure 5 Cost losses included in network tariffs

Regulatory charges may include renewables and cogeneration fees, taxes paid to local authorities and
public service obligations (see Figure 6). DSOs are not able to influence the level of these costs.

Type of regulatory charge Country
RES and/or CHP fee AT, CZ, CH, ES, PT
Taxes paid to local authorities AT, BE, CH, ES, FR, NO, PL, PT
Public service obligations AT, BE
Other energy policy costs DK, ES, FI, IT, LT

Figure 6 Regulatory charges included in network tariffs

Network Charging

In all countries that participated in the survey, network tariffs are at least partially volumetric, i.e. based
on energy (€/kWh). In addition, power demand charge (€/kW) and reactive energy charge (€/kvarh) for
industrial customers exists in most countries. Fixed € charge (sometimes also called customer charge),
designed to recover costs associated with consumer management and support, is common for
household customers (see Figure 7). In some countries, the fixed charge depends on demand (e.g. size of
fuse). The country by country situation is summarised in Annex 3.

7 Systematic allocation of costs to purchase an asset over its lifetime. The straight-line method is generally used,
which allocates equal amounts to each accounting period of the asset life.
8 Network losses might be included in OPEX.
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Figure 7 Network tariff components in countries participating in the survey

However, network costs induced by household customers are almost entirely recovered from volumetric
tariffs – according to the survey approximately by about 50-70% – in most countries. Power and/or fixed
charges usually represent a fairly minor share of the network tariff for household customers.9

In 10 out of 16 countries participating in the survey, some form of time-of-use network tariff options exist
(e.g. peak/off-peak, day/night, seasonal: summer/winter).

Generation Tariffs

Generators connected to distribution networks in many countries do not participate in paying use of system
charges/network tariffs.10 Connection charges may cover a different proportion of network reinforcement
costs:

 Deep: DG developers bear grid connection as well as grid reinforcement/extension costs;
 Shallow: DG developers bear the grid connection cost but not the grid reinforcement cost;
 Shallowish: DG developers bear the grid connection cost and pay for a certain share of reinforced

assets (the grid reinforcement cost is shared between DG and DSO).
However, as noted above, network tariffs should not be viewed in isolation from initial network connection
charges. Figure 8 outlines the combination of different approaches to network tariffs and connection charges
in different countries. Where generators do not pay a use of system charge, those network costs induced by
generators and not covered by connection charges are transferred to customers (in addition, losses incurred
by DG are not always recognised by regulation when calculating standard or target losses).

Generation Connection Charges
Shallow Shallowish Deep

Generation
network tariffs (Use of system charges)

Yes BE, PT UK, SE11 DK, ES,
NO

No CH, CZ, DE, IT, NL12, PL FR13, GR, LT EE
Figure 8 Generation network tariffs and connection charges

9 The Netherlands, where capacity-oriented tariffs (€/kW) were introduced in 2009 , and Finland, Sweden with a
significant share of fixed charge represent exceptions in this respect.
10 In some countries, a tariff for producers exists but is set at zero (so-called ‘G = 0’).
11 In Sweden, small generators (< 1500 kV) do not pay a network tariff but only an administrative charge to cover DSO
cost for metering, reporting etc.
12 In the Netherlands, connection charges are shallow below 10 MVA. Above 10 MVA they are unregulated and thus
negotiable.
13 In France, generators are charged annual metering and contract management fees by the DSO but no “real” use
of system charges (e.g. €/kW or €/kWh).
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3. DEVELOPMENT OF NETWORK PRICING IN THE CONTEXT OF FUTURE CHALLENGES

3.1 NEW CHALLENGES & OPERATING ENVIRONMENT FOR DSOS

The power system faces the major challenge of integrating a rising share of intermittent renewable
energy sources, largely in the form of distributed generation often installed even at household level. This
is due to the focus on climate change and renewable energy, as well as subsidies and falling prices for
solar and wind energy solutions for households. In the future, a greater number of other DER like electric
vehicles will also be connected to the network.

Facilitating the integration of DER, a more efficient grid operation, and changing requirements of
network users will all require higher capital expenditures for new grid investments, including grid
monitoring and automation. In addition, DSOs are already taking up or may take up new tasks that would
expand their current responsibilities such as deployment of smart meters and organisation of energy
efficiency obligations (see Annex 4).

During periods of relatively low energy consumption, a number of households with DER could be self-
sufficient or even produce more energy than they consume. They would then deliver their production
surplus to the grid. In systems with a high penetration of DG, the network usage time (energy
consumption and peak power, i.e. kWh/kW ratio) for ordinary consumption of electricity delivered from
the network may decrease (depending on the development of demand including electrification).

Power would become an even more important cost driver for network expansion as DG does not reduce
overall network costs. The network must be still designed to cover peak demand for situations when
there is no DG production.14 Electric vehicles will usually even increase the maximum load in the
network.

With largely volumetric network tariffs, the kWh charge might need to rise to offset the loss of
consumption. Demand reduction resulting from DG in particular will require spreading the cost of grid
investments and renewables subsidies over a smaller customer base. On the one hand, customers could
be incentivised to reduce their overall consumption via energy efficiency measures. On the other hand,
network costs incurred by consumers with distributed energy resources would be shifted towards
customers who do not have those at their disposal. This would not be in line with the cost reflectiveness
principle.

Against the backdrop of all these developments, ensuring revenue adequacy for DSOs is key (Figure 9).
Deviations resulting from differences between ex ante predictions and the actual value of variables
beyond companies’ control such as demand/sales are accommodated in different ways depending on the
regulatory regime. In some countries DSOs bear the risk and apply for tariff revision that will depend on
the length of the regulatory period. In others, ex post adjustments can be made in order to correct the
deviation between actual revenue and allowed revenue.

14 See EURELECTRIC Report Active Distribution System Management, The Key Tool for Integration of Distributed
Generation, 2013
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Figure 9 Collected revenue should match the allowed revenue

3.2 INNOVATIVE PRICING FOR DEMAND RESPONSE

The future challenges which the power system is facing lead to a quest for flexibility that is shared by all
actors in the energy supply chain in order to contribute to balancing the increasing share of variable
generation in the system as well as to network optimisation.

In this respect, demand response is a way to tap into the potential of energy efficient use of
infrastructure (energy efficiency in network design) by reducing demand at peak time (peak shaving),
shifting demand between times of day or seasons (load shifting) or increasing demand at night hours
(valley filling), which is as important as consumption reduction (see Figure 10).

Demand response can be defined as the changes in electric usage by end-use customers from their
normal consumption patterns in response to changes in the electricity price or incentive payments
designed to alter timing, level of instantaneous demand or total electricity consumption.15 Customers
should be empowered by new products and services created by suppliers, electricity service companies
(ESCOs) and aggregators to actively manage their consumption.

However, the relevant signals for customer response are often missing: neither regulated retail prices16

nor largely volumetric network tariffs incentivise retail customers to reduce their peak consumption.
Today’s network tariffs are calculated on the basis of the contribution of each customer group to peak
demand. If hourly consumption data are not available, estimated load profiles are used.

To make demand response work, customers should be provided with options that allow them to
actively participate in the energy system. They should be incentivised to shift their consumption so that
the use of their electric appliances is more equally distributed throughout the day. New tariff options
would incentivise customers to change their consumption behaviour to shave peak load in order to
ensure lower average network costs and energy bills.

15 See EURELECTRIC Views on Demand-side participation
16 Currently only 9 Member States (Austria, Czech Republic, Germany, Finland, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Slovenia,
Sweden, and UK) do not have regulated retail energy prices in place (Source: the European Commission, 2012).
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Figure 10 Demand response options

Both price-based and incentive-based demand response could play an important role. Price-based
demand response assumes that customers will alter their electricity consumption in response to a price
signal that can be provided at different notice timescale and imply different frequency of response. It
includes time-of-use pricing, critical peak pricing and dynamic, including real-time, pricing. Incentive-
based demand response is based on explicit rebates or billing credit for customer potential to alter their
consumption in response to a technical signal of the programme manager. It is realised via commercial
contracts such as interruptible tariff options.17

3.3 NETWORK TARIFF STRUCTURE(S) TO PROVIDE BETTER INCENTIVES

Which network tariff design would contribute to economically efficient system use, demand response
and fair cost allocation? The Energy Efficiency Directive (2012/27/EU, art. 15.4) requires that network
tariffs contribute to overall efficiency by providing signals for power saving/optimal utilisation of energy
infrastructure assets, including demand side participation. However, the current most common fixed
volumetric network tariffs neither reflect marginal costs nor promote demand response.

A structure of network prices reflecting more closely the marginal costs that would allow the
promotion of demand response and energy efficiency should be further explored. New tariff options
would allocate additional costs of reinforcement and grid losses to the network customers that cause
these costs. A new tariff structure should represent the different nature of fixed costs and of variable
costs (depending on actual energy use). Figure 11 provides an overview of different network pricing
options.

17 Incentive-based demand response could play an important role for the implementation of active distribution
system management: customers could offer controllable loads to the market and DSOs could then use this
flexibility for system services purposes. The main advantages include easy implementation and provision of
locational signals that are easier to implement than those based on price.
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Network tariff type Options within this approach:

Volumetric tariffs
(€/kWh)

1. Flat (fixed price for a fixed amount of energy)
2. Fixed (fixed price per unit of energy/kWh)
3. ToU (price per kWh depends on time of consumption)
4. Event driven including critical peak pricing (higher prices if peak occurs)
5. Dynamic including real time (dynamic prices e.g. depending on wholesale prices)

Capacity tariffs (€/kW) 1. Flat (fixed price for a predefined capacity)
2. Variable – e.g. two capacity levels (different capacity levels defined, one price for

each level)
3. ToU (price per kW depends on time of consumption)

Two part tariffs
(€/kW) + (€/kWh)

Combination of the above options (for example ToU, event driven, dynamic
options possible within the energy component)

One of the above +
System services
contracts

1. Interruptible tariff options (e.g. lower network tariffs for giving the option to
control a predefined amount of load)

2. Other

Figure 11 Network pricing options

A balance should be found between the multiple conflicting objectives described in section 1, in
particular sufficiency/revenue adequacy, cost reflectiveness, economic efficiency and intelligibility. This
balance depends on how decision-makers weigh each of the objectives. Figure 12 compares the impact
of the pricing approaches listed above – capacity based (B), time-of-use volumetric (C), and two-part
tariffs with a power/capacity and an energy component (D) – to fixed volumetric tariffs (A). Each of
these approaches represents a necessary trade-off between the competing principles.

The figure indicates that all three approaches (B, C and D) have a better representation of the induced
costs than (A), which could lead to a more efficient use of the network. Revenue adequacy (see 3.1) is
better guaranteed with approaches (B) and (D), although ex post revenue adjustments and a good
definition of allowed revenues may provide the same result. Approaches (C) and (D) have higher
complexity and measurement requirements. Concerning the incentive provided for the reduction of
overall consumption, approach (B) may have the lowest incentive compared to the other approaches.

Fixed volumetric tariffs (A) incentivise only reduction of overall consumption regardless of time but
may have little or no impact on network peak demand. Due to strong price signal during peak hours,
time-of-use tariffs (C) induce higher overall consumption reduction (not only reduction of peak-hour
consumption) than fixed volumetric pricing (A). The main advantage of (A) is its simplicity and historic
acceptability in some countries. This approach however does not represent a good adherence to the true
nature of network costs, therefore putting DSO revenue adequacy at risk (as explained in 3.1).

Peak demand is one of the main drivers for network costs. All three approaches (B, C and D) have a
higher potential for reducing network costs than (A). They incentivise reduction of peak consumption or
consumption during peak hours, for example by shifting consumption to off-peak hours.
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Figure 12 Impact of major tariff options on energy consumption and network costs

Network Tariff Type Incentive Possible Effects on Load Impact on overall energy
consumption reduction

Impact on network
costs reduction (losses

excluded)
Regulatory trade-off criteria

A. Fixed volumetric
(€/kWh)

Reduce overall consumption,
regardless of the time

Medium to high –
provides incentives for

reducing overall
consumption, but price

signal is lower than
time-of-use tariffs

Low

Intelligibility / Acceptability
Economic efficiency
Cost  reflectiveness
Revenue adequacy (for DSOs with

no ex post adjustment)

B. Capacity based
(€/kW)

Reduce peak usage

(e.g. not switching multiple
appliances at the same time)

Shift consumption to off-peak
hours

Medium* – incentive is
for reducing customer’s peak

demand, which may also
induce reduction of overall

consumption

*Medium to high for
ToU capacity based tariffs

High – peak
demand
(consumption
during peak-hours)
is the major driver
for network costs

Intelligibility / Acceptability

Economic efficiency

Cost reflectiveness

Revenue adequacy (for DSOs with
no ex post adjustment)

C. Time-of-use volumetric

 High €/kWh (peak
hours)

 Low €/kWh (off-peak
hours)

Reduce consumption during
peak-hours

Shift consumption to off-peak
hours Medium to high –

allows for higher prices
during peak-hours
which encourages

higher overall
consumption reduction

Economic efficiency

Cost reflectiveness
Revenue adequacy (for DSOs with

no ex post adjustment)
Higher tariff complexity

D. Two-part tariff

 Power component
(€/kW) and

 Energy component
(€/kWh) (with flat or
ToU energy charge)

Reduce peak usage/

Reduce consumption during
peak-hours

Shift consumption to off-peak
hours

Economic efficiency

Cost reflectiveness

Revenue adequacy (for DSOs with
no ex post adjustment)

Higher tariff complexity
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New network tariff options (for both price-based and incentive-based demand response) such as
dynamic pricing schemes, are being studied in Europe. Figure 13 provides an overview of current
network tariff projects in countries that participated in the survey.

Already existing In demonstration In study
Critical Peak Pricing DK CH, FR,NO, PT
Dynamic (e.g. real
time) Pricing

DK NL CH, NO

Interruptible Tariff
options

CH, DE, ES, GR, NO, PT,
SE

DK BE, FR

Direct Load Control CZ, DE, FI, FR, NO DK BE, CH
Figure 13 Current network tariff projects in Europe

How dynamic pricing and the coordination of market actors can work in practice is still subject to
investigation and needs to be developed further in the future (for country/project experiences with
different tariff options, see Annex 5). The same holds for the potential trade-off between having both
dynamic signals in the network tariff on the one hand and in the commodity price on the other hand.
Energy suppliers are also looking into dynamic pricing options in order to efficiently utilise their
production assets or to optimise energy trading on the wholesale and balancing markets. Price signals in
network tariffs reflecting congestion on the DSO network will not always match price signals of the
energy suppliers. They could even cancel each other out, with the effect that final customers do not have
an incentive to change their behaviour at all.

3.4 GETTING CUSTOMERS ON BOARD AND TECHNICAL PREREQUISITES

Smart meters will enable measuring the contribution of domestic consumers to peak load and varying
charges across customers in ways that reflect their differential impacts on the need for network
development. In doing so, they will remove the technical barriers for dynamic pricing for demand
response measures. However, different customer potential and needs and smart metering policies
should be taken into account:

 The customer potential to shift load or to offer controllable load. The suitability of different
approaches will depend on the customer group and on the regional characteristics.

 With a gradual shift towards a more pronounced adherence to the principles of induced costs
and economic efficiency taking into account the network cost, the network tariff increases for
the average retail consumer and society as a whole could be limited. The costs for the IT
systems and additional smart meter infrastructure that are necessary for setting up e.g. two-part
tariffs or dynamic tariffs should be estimated in advance. Outcomes of the national cost-benefit
analysis for rolling out smart metering should be taken into account.18

The customer should be provided with one unambiguous signal. In the customer-centric market model
with the supplier as the main point of contact, the retail price will reflect wholesale electricity purchase,
network tariffs as well as customer preferences, e.g. tracker prices or fixed. Price structure and dynamic
tariff programmes must be coordinated between DSOs and suppliers in order to guarantee the
optimisation of the entire energy chain and the successful involvement of the customer. If market actors
choose flexible price schemes, it must be ensured that the resulting incentive for the customer is
understandable and efficient from a system point of view. Contradictory incentives must be avoided.

18 The roll-out of smart meters has been completed in Italy and Sweden. 10 more EU member states have started
rolling out or have mandated rolling out smart meters in the years to come (Source: European Commission).
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Customers should receive clear, transparent and accurate bills to be aware of the costs they pose to
the system. In some countries, network costs include “hidden” policy costs (e.g. for white or green
certificates, feed-in tariffs, public service obligations). For the sake of transparency these costs should be
stated separately. However, the trade-off between information accuracy and consumer capability
adaptation has to be reviewed from a customer perspective.

Transitions towards e.g. capacity tariffs or two-part tariffs should be gradual. The cost that customers
put on the system will be reflected in a bill with a higher portion of fixed costs. The Dutch experience
with capacity tariffs shows the importance of establishing a transitional period and additional mitigation
measures for certain customer groups. Other options include definition of rules for exceeding the power
band for kW-based charges (excess usage charge, number of exceptions etc.) and allowing more
differentiation among customer groups.
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CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Timely recovery of DSO costs via network tariffs is key

Direct network costs are mainly capacity driven. As DSOs strive to integrate distributed energy resources
into the network amid changing requirements of network users, they must increase their expenditure on
the network. The share of distribution investments in total transmission and distribution investments is
estimated to grow from about two thirds until 2020 to almost three quarters by 2035 and four fifths by
2050.19 Regulation must therefore ensure that DSOs can recover their allowed costs, including
remuneration for these investments, via network tariffs in an adequate and timely manner.
Mechanisms to adjust any differences between estimated and real revenues are needed.

2. Cost-reflective network tariffs would contribute to demand side participation while
providing adequate revenues for DSOs

Today’s largely volumetric network tariffs for retail customers do not generally take into account
incremental system costs that arise from consumption during peak hours. This may lead to an
inefficient cost signal. In order to accommodate increasing volatility of both production and demand in
an optimal way and to ensure cost recovery of the necessary investments, regulators should consider
new approaches to network charging.

Customers should be incentivised to use the system in the most economically efficient way. Participation
in demand response will play an important role in this respect. Alternative pricing options that allocate
the additional costs of network reinforcement and grid losses to the network customers responsible
for creating those costs (more closely following marginal costs) should be explored.

Cost-reflective network charging could be achieved e.g. by more capacity based network tariffs such as
two-part network tariffs with a power/capacity and an energy component or network tariffs that
penalise energy use at peak hours. Such a tariff structure would also encourage more efficient use of the
network capacity and reflect cost reductions stemming from demand response and distributed
generation, thereby encouraging energy efficiency among customers.

Further research is needed on dynamic pricing including real-time pricing options before practical
implementation of these concepts. To this end, incentivisation via both retail and network tariffs should
be further analysed, with a view to providing customers with a clear price signal. Results of on-going
studies and smart grid projects will contribute to this.

3. Information and a gradual transition are key for getting customers on board

Customers should receive clear, transparent and accurate bills. This will allow them to be aware of costs
they pose to the system, while encouraging energy efficiency and demand response.

Technical infrastructure requirements including smart metering and adequate transitional periods to
allow for behavioural change need to be taken into account before such options can be implemented on
a broad scale. Implementing new network tariff options with the support of customers will require
transitional periods, differentiation among customer groups and other mitigation measures.

19 IEA Energy outlook (€520 billion by 2035) and EU Energy Roadmap 2050.
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ANNEX 1: LEGAL BASIS FOR TARIFF STRUCTURE – ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES IN SETTING NETWORK TARIFFS

Country Actor Allowed revenues (Tariff level) Tariffs (Tariff structure) Connection charges Regulated services

Austria
DSO x
Government sets rules sets rules
NRA sets rules and monitors ex-post sets rules and monitors ex-post sets rules sets rules

Belgium
DSO X
Government defines main principles
NRA sets rules and monitors ex-post approves DSO proposals

Czech
Republic

DSO

Government

NRA X X X X

Denmark
DSO X X X

Government sets rules sets rules sets rules sets rules

NRA monitors ex-post monitors ex-post monitors ex-post monitors ex-post

Estonia
DSO X X

Government defines main principles defines main principles

NRA X sets rules and monitors ex-post sets rules and monitors ex-post X

Finland
DSO X X X X

Government defines main principles defines main principles

NRA sets rules and monitors ex-post sets rules and monitors ex-post sets rules and monitors ex-post sets rules and monitors ex-post

France
DSO calculates for NRA approval

Government defines main principles defines main principles

NRA X X X X

Germany
DSO X

Government sets rules

NRA X sets rules

Greece
DSO also involved

Government

NRA X X X X
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Country Actor Allowed revenues (Tariff level) Tariffs (Tariff structure) Connection charges Regulated services

Great
Britain

DSO X X

Government defines main principles defines main principles

NRA sets rules ( 5-year price control)

Italy
DSO

Government

NRA X X X X

Lithuania
DSO calculates for NRA approval X

Government defines main principles defines main principles

NRA sets rules ( 5-year price control) X X

Netherlands

DSO calculates for NRA approval calculates for NRA approval calculates for NRA approval

Government

NRA X X X X

Poland
DSO calculates for NRA approval

Government sets general rules

NRA sets rules and approves

Portugal
DSO

Government defines main principles

NRA X X X X

Spain
DSO

Government X X for customers <100 kW

NRA proposes to government proposes to government

Sweden
DSO

within the revenue frame decided by
the NRA

X X

Government sets general rules defines main principles defines main principles

NRA X X (connections 16-25 A)

Switzerland
DSO X X

Government defines main principles sets rules sets rules

NRA sets rules and monitors ex-post monitors ex-post

X = main responsibility
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ANNEX 2: BILLING MODELS AND INFORMATION ABOUT NETWORK CHARGES

Who charges end customers for network tariffs? X = model for majority of consumers

1 Bill 2 Bills 3 Bills Information on end-
consumer bill Comments

Austria x Possible contract directly with DSO &
contract directly with supplier DSO+TSO+Others Totals Network and supply tariffs separated in customers bill (one bill if no change)

Belgium x DSO+TSO+Others Totals Network and supply tariffs separated in customers bill

Czech
Republic x Supplier (majority); possible contract directly with

DSO DSO+TSO Totals

Denmark x Possible contract directly with DSO &
contract directly with supplier

Detailed prices and
quantities

Bills are fully detailed, ie. DSO tariffs, TSO, tariffs, PSO, other taxes, electricity price,
etc. all stated separately; one bill if supplier and DSO belong to the same group

Estonia x DSO+TSO+Others Totals One bill if no change

Finland x DSO+TSO+Others Totals

France x Possible contract directly with DSO (in practice less
than 0,1% of customers mainly MV) DSO+TSO+Others Totals Supply tariff, network tariff and taxes separated in customers bill

Germany x Possible for some industrial customer DSO+TSO+Others Totals
Greece x Separate DSO/TSO Totals
Italy x DSO+TSO+Others Totals
Lithuania x DSO+TSO+Others Totals
Netherlands X DSO+TSO+Others Totals
Norway X Possible Possible DSO+TSO+Others Totals One bill for about 70 % of customers
Poland X Supplier (majority) or DSO Separate DSO/TSO Totals
Portugal X DSO+TSO+Others Totals
Spain X 2 bills possible in any case DSO+TSO+Others Totals No methodology for assigning the access costs considered in the networks tariffs.
Sweden X x DSO+TSO+Others Totals One bill if supplier and DSO belong to the same group
Switzerland X 2 bills possible in any case NO Separate DSO/TSO Totals Very detailed bills: Supply tariff, network tariff and taxes separated in customers bill
UK X No detail

Information on end-consumer bill The customer receives information about:
No detail Only final price from the supplier, with no discrimination of network-access costs

DSO+TSO+Others Totals Total cost of network-access (bundled TSO + DSO + System + Policy etc.)
DSO+TSO Totals Total costs of network-access (bundled TSO + DSO)

Separate DSO/TSO Totals Total cost of DSO access and total cost of TSO access
Detailed prices and quantities Different network prices (DSO/TSO) and quantities
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ANNEX 3: CURRENT NETWORK TARIFF STRUCTURE

Co
un

tr
y Structure of network tariffs for household customers Structure of network tariffs for industrial customers

Fixed charge
[€]

Capacity charge
[€/kW]

Energy charge
[€/kWh]

Reactive energy
(€/kvarh) Other Fixed

charge [€]
Capacity

charge [€/kW]
Energy charge

[€/kWh]
Reactive energy

(€/kvarh) Other

BE Yes No Yes No N.A. Yes Yes Yes Yes N.A.

CH Yes (max 30%) Seldom Yes (at least
70 %) No Yes Yes Yes Yes, often N.A.

CZ Yes No Yes No N.A. No Yes Yes Yes N.A.

DE Possible No Yes No N.A. No Yes Yes Possible, depends
on DSO N.A.

DK Yes No Yes No N.A. Yes No Yes No N.A.
EE Yes No Yes No N.A. No Yes* Yes Yes N.A.
ES No Yes Yes No Meter rental No Yes Yes Yes N.A.
FI Yes No Yes No Metering fee Yes Yes Yes Yes Metering fee

FR Yes Yes Yes No N.A. Yes yes Yes Yes
Exceeding of the

contract power and
other minor charges

GR No Yes Yes No N.A. No Yes Yes No cosφ
IT No Yes Yes No N.A. No Yes Yes No N.A.
LT Possible** No Yes No N.A. No Yes** Yes** No N.A.

NL Yes Yes No
Possible,

depends on
DSO

N.A. Yes Yes Yes*** Possible, depends
on DSO N.A.

NO Yes Seldom+ Yes No N.A. Yes Yes++ Yes Yes N.A.

PL Yes No Yes No N.A. Yes Yes Yes Yes Exceeding of the
contract power

PT No Yes Yes No N.A. No Yes Yes Yes ToU for energy and
capacity charges

SE Yes Seldom+, Yes No N.A. Yes Yes Yes Yes+++ N.A.

* as of industry band Ic ** depends on payment plan *** for >MS + Implemented for few DSOs ++ For some customers usually over 100 000 kWh +++ when the reactive power exceeds a
specified limit
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ANNEX 4: CURRENT & NEW DSO TASKS

Figure 14 DSO Roles and Responsibilities today (% of DSOs participating in the survey)20

 Management & ownership of metering equipment: DSOs will be responsible for the deployment
of smart meters in most EU countries. Where this is the case, DSOs will address customer
questions related to the smart meter installation (explaining functioning of smart meters and how
the customer can benefit from them).21

20 For the countries where network owners (e.g. local authorities) delegate not only network operation management but
also the realization of network investments (CAPEX) to the DSO(s), the graph treats the DSO(s) as having the task
‘ownership of the network’. The same applies for ownership of metering equipment.
21 Provision of other relevant information should be organized by a supplier/market player that the customer has
selected.
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 Organization of ancillary services and network management: The need for implementation of
active distribution system management implies establishment of system services in distribution
networks, some of which might be procured as ancillary services from network users.22

 Expansion of the role of market facilitator & information hub: Once the potential of flexibility (to
be provided by loads, generation and storage) is fully tapped.

 Energy efficiency facilitation: While optimization of network losses is a part of DSOs core business
in most countries and has been going on since a long time,23 the new Energy Efficiency Directive
(2012/27/EC) establishes that DSOs or retailers might designated as obliged parties within energy
efficiency obligation schemes.24 Organization of energy efficiency obligations is already in place in
some countries (Denmark, Italy). In addition, provision of information on volumetric consumption
e.g. via web portal with access to the historical consumption as measured by the meters and
energy auditing are in study or demonstration by number of European DSOs.

ANNEX 5: EXPERIENCES WITH NETWORK TARIFF OPTIONS/ NETWORK TARIFF PROJECTS

A. DUTCH CAPACITY TARIFFS AND DYNAMIC PRICING PILOTS

In 2009 a capacity network tariff was introduced for small customers in the Netherlands (residential
3x25A and small businesses up to 3x80A)25 based on a twofold reasoning:

1) A capacity network tariff reflects the costs more adequately, because network costs are mainly
capacity driven.

2) A capacity network tariff simplifies the administrative processes between the network operators
and the retail companies and facilitates the adoption of a retail centric market model.

There are currently open questions regarding the extent in which this tariff structure complies with the
principle of induced costs and whether or not it would be beneficial to apply dynamic pricing in the light
of the future challenges.

In the summer 2012, the Dutch DSO Enexis started with three pilot projects with dynamic pricing in
cooperation with the energy suppliers Greenchoice and Dong Energy in order to investigate the potential
‘energy-flexibility’ of household consumers and the required cooperation between the market parties.
One integrated hourly-varying kWh-tariff is offered to the consumers that are based on the local network
loading and the prices on the wholesale market (represented by the day-ahead APX market). Next to the
price incentive customers receive information about the locally produced energy, which can be seen as a
sustainability incentive.

22 Distribution system services are services provided by network operators to users connected to the system in order to
ensure required power quality [and the stability of the distribution grid. Ancillary services are services procured by system
operators (TSOs and DSOs) from network users in order to be able to provide system services.
23 Price regulation often includes an efficiency requirement for losses. Regulator may set an allowed reference of losses
for a price control period, setting a target level of losses for each DSO. Usually, there is a cap on maximum amount of the
incentive/penalty in relation to the allowed revenue.
24 If according to article 7, Member States introduce obligation schemes with specific targets to DSOs, the costs of
implementing programs have to be allowed by the regulator. If the programme has to be implemented by a third
party to overcome this conflict, then DSOs are not able to influence the programme costs and these costs should be
allowed without economic risk. See EURELECTRIC paper on DSO role in energy efficiency.
25 Before 2009 the transport tariff for residential customers was almost entirely variable and for small business up
to 3x80A it was  constituted of on average 27% fixed tariff (€/kW) and 73% variable tariff (€/kWh).
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The tariffs are presented to the consumers by means of an in-home energy display. Every participating
household has a smart appliance which is scheduled on the basis of the supplied energy tariffs through a
specially developed algorithm.

Figure 15 Components of dynamic tariffs in Dutch pilots

B. NORWEGIAN STUDY ON THE POTENTIAL OF DYNAMIC GRID TARIFFS

A theoretical study conducted by Energy Norway (Norwegian association) in cooperation with an
external consultant investigated whether it possible to use network tariffs to reduce peak- consumption
in order to postpone investments in areas where there is a lack of network capacity. The study also
assesses to what extent and how dynamic grid tariffs could be used to lower grid costs. Dynamic grid
tariffs make use of price signals to achieve load shifting.

Results and recommendations:

 Postponed investments through active use and dynamic grid tariffs may reduce grid costs by 1-
3% on average;

 In individual grid companies, the potential may be substantially higher;
 Dynamic grid tariffs increase the business potential of energy performance contracts (EPC);
 They imply direct efficiency gains & stimulate new business development.

The next step is to test these tariffs in a project including customers with smart meters.
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